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ABSTRACT Technology has become an integral part of our everyday life, and its use in educational
environments keeps growing. Additionally, video games are one of themost popular mediums across cultures
and ages. There is ample evidence that supports the benefits of using games for learning and assessment, and
educators are mainly supportive of using games in classrooms. However, we do not usually find educational
games within the classroom activities. One of the main problems is that teachers report difficulties to actually
know how their students are using the game so that they can analyze properly the effect of the activity and
the interaction of students. To support teachers, educational games should incorporate learning analytics to
transform data generated by students when playing useful information in a friendly and understandable way.
For this work, we build upon Shadowspect, a 3D geometry puzzle game that has been used by teachers in a
group of schools in the US. We use learning analytics techniques to generate a set of metrics implemented in
a live dashboard that aims to facilitate that teachers can understand students’ interaction with Shadowspect.
We depict the multidisciplinary design process that we have followed to generate the metrics and the
dashboard with great detail. Finally, we also provide uses cases that exemplify how teachers can use the
dashboard to understand the global progress of their class and each of their students at an individual level,
in order to intervene, adapt their classes and provide personalize feedback when appropriate.

INDEX TERMS Educational games, learning analytics, game-based assessment, visualization dashboard,
technology-enhanced learning.

I. INTRODUCTION
During the last decade, technology has started to make a
significant impact on educational environments. In the era
of the Internet, mobile technologies, and open education,
the need for changes to improve the efficiency and quality
of education has become crucial. Big data and analytics can
contribute to these changes and reshape the future of educa-
tion [1]. Also, as a part of the social distancing regulations
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stated after the global pandemic of the COVID-19, remote
teaching and learning has become the norm across many
educational institutions [2]. The role of technology in the
field of education can have many applications. These are four
of the predominant directions: 1) included as a part of the
curriculum, 2) as an instructional delivery system, 3) as a
means to aid instruction, and 4) as a tool to enhance the entire
learning process [3].

One of the most prominent examples of technology in
education is the use of digital games for learning [4]. Playing
video games is one of the most popular activities in the world.
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According to [5], the role of video games in the American
family is changing: nearly three-quarters (74%) of parents
believe video games can be educational for their children, and
more than half (57%) enjoy playing games with their child at
least weekly. This has prompted a rapidly increasing interest
in using games in educational settings, not merely because
‘‘it is what kids are paying attention to,’’ but because well-
designed games are very closely aligned with the design of
good educational experiences [6], [7].

Despite the affordances of games to have a positive effect
on the learning process, they are not so frequently used as
part of classroom activities. Several factors contribute to this
potential loss in learning opportunities [8]. First, many teach-
ers do not have a good sense of what students are doing within
a game, leading to uncertainty on how to best implement and
utilize the game in their classrooms [9]. Second, logistical
concerns, i.e. limited time available in the classroom, also
preclude game activities in a classroom context. For exam-
ple, students cannot devote much time to learning complex
controls or watching useless tutorials to get over the at-times
steep learning curves of a game. Other obstacles include
the skepticism that a particular game is suitable for learning
purposes, the support material and time needed by teachers
to successfully implement a learning game, and the schools’
limited budget.

Researchers have tried to address these challenges in an
effort to bring educational games to the classroom. On the
issue of games as a black box that prevents teachers from
understanding students’ interaction within the game, appro-
priate tools have been developed to help monitor the inter-
action. Specifically, a common approach has been to provide
learning analytic dashboards that present low-level interac-
tions in easy to understand visualizations. These visualiza-
tions provide opportunities for awareness, reflection, and
sense-making, and bring to the front the potential to improve
learning, enabling teachers to help students get better at
getting better [10]. Despite these opportunities, teachers may
be reluctant to use a game if the dashboard is not intuitive
and easy to use. The design of a dashboard for games to
be implemented in a classroom should therefore be user-
centered and take into account the usability and the needs of
the teachers.

In this work, we present our design process and the final
product of a live dashboard that can support the use of games
in the classroom by providing a number of metrics related to
students’ activities and gameplay. For this purpose, we use
Shadowspect, a 3D geometry computer game where students
can create geometrical objects such as cones or spheres to
solve 3D puzzles, developing their geometric, dimensional
and spatial reasoning skills. We collected low-level data
from Shadowspect and transformed them into useful metrics
to facilitate teachers’ understanding of students’ interaction
with the game. This information can be presented graphically
as interactive visualizations that can be easily manipulated
by the teachers who are using the game in their classes.

More specifically, for this research, we have the following
objectives:

1) To present our metric design process and definitions
that can help teachers understand students’ interactions
with Shadowspect.

2) To present our dashboard design guidelines and final
live interactive dashboard that allows teachers to mon-
itor students’ interaction with the game, providing
powerful and interactive visualizations that graphically
represent the metrics.

3) To present a case study with two use cases from
data collected in K12 schools across the US using
Shadowspect:

a) A first use case using these metrics to understand
the global progress in an entire classroom.

b) A second use case using these metrics to under-
stand students’ progress in a classroom at an indi-
vidual level.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews background literature on student engagement and
learning analytics. Section III describes the methods, includ-
ing Shadowspect as well as the data collection. Section IV
presents the metric design process and the definition of each
metric. Next, Section V introduces the system’s architecture
and the dashboard design guidelines, and then in Section VI
we describe both use cases using the dashboard implemented.
Then we finalize the paper with discussions, conclusions and
future work in Section VII and VIII.

II. RELATED WORK
In this section we present a review of the literature in
some areas which are related to our work: In Subsec-
tion II-A we present literature related to educational games,
in Subsection II-B we review some learning analytics studies,
and finally, in Subsection II-C we present some works that
have developed visualization dashboards.

A. EDUCATIONAL GAMES
Today’s society is making electronic devices and technology
indispensable tools for any task in our daily lives. Education
is no exception, and in recent years systems have been created
that support education with promising results [11]. With the
implementation of technology in the classroom, educational
games have emerged as a powerful tool [12]: games that
bring knowledge or skill to the student by removing tradi-
tional learning methods’ rigidity. The combination of three
factors has led to this explosion of games for learning [13]:
firstly, there is extensive related research that has given the
field a robust scientific base. Secondly, there is the ease of
acceptance of games and technology in general by the new
generations born in themidst of the technological era. Finally,
we find the importance of video games today, which have
captured the attention of the majority of the population across
platforms and contexts.
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It has been demonstrated that these games for learning
purposes, when well designed, provide numerous benefits for
the training of students [7]. Motivation is an essential factor
since learners see games as separate from formal education
and normal study obligations. This motivation has positive
consequences, as it has been shown that an increased moti-
vation, leads to an increase in performance and commit-
ment [14], which in turn can lead to better learning outcomes.
Another benefit that games can provide is the interactivity
and quick responsiveness. A well-designed educational game
can provide the learner with immediate feedback on how they
interact with the game, which is beneficial for the learning
experience [15].

Now the question arises: if they bring so many benefits,
what prevents their frequent use in the classrooms? There
is a myriad of reasons [16], first of all, there is the rigid-
ity of the educational system, which is usually reluctant to
incorporate new mediums. Although there have been multi-
ple improvements in this aspect, some stakeholders still do
not accept the introduction of innovation in the classrooms,
rejecting the inclusion of technology in many cases. There
are also logistical challenges related to school schedules’
rigidity or the lack of economic resources to provide students
with the necessary tools. As budget is often quite limited,
and the game development (real users, actual environment)
is so complex and expensive, developers usually have no
assurance about the effectiveness of their game designs and
the adequacy of the final product to the users’ skills [17].
Finally, a strong reason is the refusal of teachers to adapt
learning systems, because there are no clear guidelines on
how to do so and there is an overhead of time to learn new
skills and adapt current practices.

As a potential solution to the issue of how to implement
educational games in the classroom, we believe that learning
analytics with the development of metrics can play a crucial
role transforming the raw data into meaningful information
for teachers.We go beyond the state of the art by aiding teach-
ers that implement Shadowspect dashboard in their classes,
with a tailored learning analytics dashboard to support that
implementation.

B. LEARNING ANALYTICS AND METRICS
Learning analytics is a field of research and practice that
aims to collect and analyze data generated by a learner in a
given environment [18], which can be applied to educational
game data. The current data collection infrastructures allow
systems to collect large datasets from students’ interaction
with educational games that need to be processed in order to
be understood [19]. The design process of generating learn-
ing analytics metrics involves mapping the data to evidence.
We can take some ideas from the evidence-centered design
(ECD) framework, which views assessment as an evidentiary
argument: an argument from which we observe students say,
do, or make in a few particular circumstances, to inferences
about what they know or do [20]. In this way, we can
integrate these ideas into the design process of learning

analytics metrics, to take into account the human nature of the
field, incorporating expert-informed design decisions. Previ-
ous work [21] proposed a framework to use learning analytics
in game-based assessment that was composed of three phases:
1) Design: The first step for design is to accomplish domain
modeling, include design of a data infrastructure that can
accommodate the game events; 2) Development: work on
feature engineering to create variables related to the target
competencies that we want to measure; 3) Evaluation: The
last phase is the evaluation of the analytic model in terms of
both construct validity as well as performancemetrics.Within
this process our work is situated in the development stage.

These data can be analyzed, being not only useful for
the evaluation of students [22], but it can also be used for
future improvements in the design of educational games,
to personalize the difficulty of the scenarios according to the
student’s abilities [23] or as in [24], to identify difficulties
that students might be experiencing facing a task. Finally, one
of the main advantages of learning analytics is to increase
student engagement and improve learning, as engagement
and learning are closely related [14], [25]. This personalized
adaptation of scenarios and difficulty per student can go one
step further with multimodal learning analytics, which aims
to collect data external to the learning environment, such as
the student’s heart rate [26], and can be used for multiple
purposes, such as to adjust the game difficulty based on the
identified problems and levels of concentration [27].

One of the potential benefits of learning analytics is
improving awareness. In the case of students, it can signif-
icantly improve the self-awareness, which can promote the
students’ motivation and their own planning within the activ-
ity. In the case of instructors, learning analytics can provide
necessary information on the progress that students are doing
to evaluate or adjust the learning method [28]. To provide
this information effectively, metrics are often implemented
to make sense of the raw data collected through a feature
engineering process [29], [30]. Metrics can be understood
as higher-level information measures extracted from the data
and according to the specifications of each metric’s purpose.
For example, [31] developed metrics related to activity levels,
difficulty and other patterns, so that the instructor could
assess students based on those metrics. Each environment
may have specific metrics; however, some are more common
across environments, such as those related to the activity with
numbers of events or active time.

Previous work has already developedmetrics in the context
of games for learning to measure engagement. For exam-
ple, [32] differentiated four dimensions: the general activity,
social, exploration, and game progress, finding four profiles
of engagement. In this study, we implement some similar
metrics, for example: for the general activity dimension,
we implement a series of levels of activity and for the explo-
ration dimension we analyze the funnel in the game puzzles.
Another example of the importance of metrics for evaluative
purposes is described by [33], which deals with the applica-
tion of game-based learning of mathematics contents. It aims
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to study improvements with previous training through play
and see if those metrics can be indicators of success. The
study was carried out with students of about ten years old
who completed mathematical tasks about rational numbers,
using the game Semideus School. The control of the students’
behavior and performance was recorded with different met-
rics, similar to our case but adapted to their type of game,
and they proposed parameters such as time spent, the max-
imum level reached, number of games played, or general
performance. As a conclusion, the use of metrics in game-
based learning as part of the evaluation process shows great
promise.

Once the metrics have been defined, the next step is to
transmit them to teachers and/or students. One of the most
effective ways to understand the metrics and data that have
been applied in the literature is through the use of visual-
izations, since at first sight the most relevant aspects can
be observed without the need for costly analysis of large
amounts of data [34].

Finally, authors in [35] conducted a systematic literature
review, analyzing 87 papers that reported evidence of the
outcomes of the analysis of game analytics data and/or learn-
ing analytics data collected from serious games. Authors
concluded that the application of data science can increase
the still-limited application of serious games in education.
Authors also noted that, when reporting measures, typical
data such as completion times, interactions, or scores can and
should be included; but research can benefit from moving
on to more complex data extracted from in-game interac-
tions. In this research, we use data science techniques to
infer new knowledge and report measures such as completion
times or percentage of completed levels. Moreover, we go
beyond this state of the art by implementing more nuanced
metrics such as those to detect common errors and sequences
of actions, or by measuring students’ competencies on geom-
etry standards.

C. VISUALIZATION DASHBOARDS
Dashboards as a tool to inform and transmit knowledge are
used in many fields. Their importance and usefulness make
them the subject of many studies. The correct design of
dashboards is critical as we need to properly convey the infor-
mation to the end-user. In [36] we can find an extensive guide
that establishes the design bases for transmitting clear, fast,
and convincing information. Although there are many design
principles to follow, we can define four key points when
designing a dashboard [37]: 1) they are visual presentations
of information, 2) they show that information to achieve a
goal, 3) they must be clear and summarized, and 4) they can
be observed at a glance. The four premises described above
for the design are consistent with the solution to one of the
classic problems in the implementation of educational games
in the classroom: the understanding of the student’s activity.
Furthermore, the learning analytics field has struggled with
the adoption of such dashboards in practice, that is why cer-
tain authors have suggested involving the target users in the

design process, making emphasis on a user-centered design
approach [38], [39].

Previous studies have successfully made this dashboards in
other types of learning environments, such as massive open
online courses [40], or intelligent tutoring systems [41]. Other
researchers have also made progress in providing approaches
and frameworks for dashboard visualizations for classroom
purposes. For example, the data storytelling approach [42]
recommends that the visualizations should be driven by a par-
ticular purpose connected to teachers’ intentions and goals.
Similarly, other scholars are driven by the notion of translu-
cence, where visualizations should make concepts teachers
care about visible, raising teachers’ awareness so they can
make pedagogical decisions based on the visualized data
[43], [44]. In addition, previous research has also identi-
fied goals and objectives for teacher-facing learning analyt-
ics dashboards. For example, they should provide feedback
on students’ learning activities and performance, pinpoint
who may be at risk, and provide insights on the evolution
of students’ interactions on and with the learning platform
[45], [46]. Targeted recommendations of visualization types
(e.g., bar charts) with their corresponding category of feed-
back, for instance, have also been provided [46].

We propose a set of visualizations of the data collected in
the educational game Shadowspect, as a tool for teachers to
detect problems within a class [47], [48] or with a particular
student [49], as proposed in the previous work [50]. With
this visualization dashboard system, the raw data collected
is transformed into metrics, and these are consumed via
visualizations. This enables teachers to monitor what the
students are doing with the game during the class period,
intervene during the development of the activity when appro-
priate, or even use these metrics as part of the formative
evaluation. This dashboard goes beyond state of the art in
the implementation of educational games in the classroom,
providing a more integral and robust solution to be used by
teachers. Moreover, this solution has been co-designed with
a cohort of fellows that are K12 math teachers [39], [43].
After following this human-centered learning analytics
methodology [38], we have developed a dashboard with met-
rics that teachers found effective and with potential within
their classes [51].

III. METHODS
In this section we present in Subsection III-A Shadowspect,
the interactive game that is used to perform this research,
and in Subsection III-B the data collection retrieved using the
game mentioned.

A. SHADOWSPECT
Shadowspect 1 is a 3D geometry game designed as a for-
mative assessment tool to measure math core standards
(e.g. visualize relationships between 2D and 3D objects),
so teachers can use it in their core math curriculum.

1More information available at https://shadowspect.org/
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FIGURE 1. Two puzzle examples in Shadowspect.

In Shadowspect, students can create cubes, pyramids, ramps,
cylinders, cones and spheres, which are considered primitive
shapes. When students begin a puzzle, they receive a set of
silhouettes from different views representing the composite
figure they need to create combining these primitive shapes.
After creating a primitive shape within the scenario, students
can also scale, move, rotate or delete the shape in order to
build a composite figure that matches with the silhouettes
provided. Students can also paint the shapes in different
colors. They can move the camera to see the figure they
are building from different perspectives and then use the
‘‘Snapshot’’ functionality to generate a silhouette from a con-
crete perspective and see how close they are to the objective.
Finally, students can submit the puzzle, and the game will
evaluate if the composite figure matches all the silhouettes
and provide them with feedback.

In the version of Shadowspect that we have used in this
research, we have nine tutorial levels, nine intermediate and
12 advanced, bringing a total of 30 levels of increasing diffi-
culty. The tutorial levels seek to teach the basic functionality
of the game, so the students can learn how to build different
primitives, scale and rotate them, how to change the perspec-
tive, take snapshots and so on. The intermediate levels allow
students more freedom so they will not receive so much help
to solve puzzles. Then the advanced levels represent a real
challenge for experienced students.

B. DATA COLLECTION
The data collection used for this work was collected as a
part of assessment machinery development that later will
be implemented in Shadowspect. The team recruited seven
teachers in order to use the game for two hours in their
7th grade and 10th grade math and geometry classes. All stu-
dents interactions with the game were collected without any
identifiable or personal data except for a nickname provided
by each student.

Although we have collected a large dataset with hundreds
of students, we use data from a single class of students to
represent the typical situation that a teacher would face when
implementing Shadowspect as part of the math curriculum.

The data collection of the selected class involves 31 students
that made around 54,829 events (an average of 1,768 events
per user); students were active in the game environment for
33 hours (an average of 65 active minutes per student), and
they solved a total of 448 puzzles (an average of 14 puzzles
per student).

IV. METRIC DESIGN
In this section we explain the design of the metrics, which
is divided into Subsection IV-A that describes the metric
ideation process and Subsection IV-B that describes the def-
inition of each one of the metrics.

A. METRIC IDEATION PROCESS
This subsection describes the process of ideating and defining
a set of metrics that would be useful for teachers implement-
ing Shadowspect in their classes. We describe next the steps
that we followed:

1) Define working group: Since there have been more
than ten people involved in this project as a whole,
the first step was to define the working group that
would be primarily involved in this process. The work-
ing group was composed of two learning designers,
one educator, one assessment scientist and one learning
analytics expert; the later one had the leadership of
the working group. One key aspect is that since there
was only one technical person experienced with data
and analytics, this person had to greatly facilitate the
process in terms of metrics that could be feasible and
which suggestions were not viable.

2) Initial ideation process: The first task for the working
group was to conduct brainstorming work. This initial
session did not have very tight specifications, and every
working group member was instructed to write down
in a Padlet board straightforward ideas of things that
would be interesting to measure using data from Shad-
owspect. The team then met to put in common these
ideas and facilitate a conversation around the potential
metrics. The Padlet board output for this session can be
seen in Figure 2.1.
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FIGURE 2. Examples of product outputs from the working group that were the result of steps 2 and 3 of the metric ideation process.

3) Initial proposal of metrics: This was the largest step
of the process, and we had four sessions dedicated to it.
These sessions had the following objectives:

• Session 1: The first session was dedicated to ensur-
ing that the whole team was aligned in terms
of the objectives of the metrics and dashboard
to an accomplished and user- and application-
centered design. Therefore, we aligned the target
user (teachers), the dashboard application (support
for classroom implementation) and the high-level
categories of the metrics.

• Sessions 2 and 3: Each one of the team members
was instructed to design just five metrics, speci-
fying for each one of them 1) what do we want
to measure?, 2) why is this significant [and to
whom]?, and 3) how do we want to measure it and
visualize it? Based on this list of metrics, sessions
2 and 3 were dedicated to discuss the proposals and
merge those metrics that were similar enough into
more generic metrics.

• Session 4: Finally, the last session was employed in
discussing the final selection of metrics, potential
implementations and visualizations. This initial
selection of metrics had a total of 11 metrics,
and each one of them had responses to the
what/why/how questions. A screenshot of the final
Padlet board from this step is available in 2.2.

4) Prioritization of metrics: Since the scope of
the project is limited, we performed a prioritization
of the metrics. For this step in the process, we include
the entire team of this project (over ten members).
During this session, we provided an explanation of each
metric, and we asked each one of the team members to
review the Padlet board that was obtained as part of the
previous step (i.e. Figure 2.2), and vote from one to five
based on the following rubric:

• One Star: I do not feel this is aligned with our
principles and I would prefer not to have it.

• Two Stars: I do not think we really need this, but it
would be acceptable to have it.

• Three Stars: It’s interesting, but I do not think it is
crucial.

• Four Stars: It would be nice to have this metric, but
not essential.

• Five Stars: Yes, this is important and we need it!
5) Narrow down the list of metrics: We had a single ses-

sion for this purpose in which we reviewed the ratings
of the different metrics and the potential difficulty to
implement them. Based on this, we agreed on a number
of initial metrics to implement, which are the seven
metrics that we present in this manuscript.

6) Initial metric definition: As the implementation
moved forward, we had several additional meetings
to co-define the initial implementation of each metric,
in this process, again the learning analytics expert had
a leading role in facilitating the technical side of this
work.

B. METRIC DEFINITION
The output of the previous metric design process has been a
set of seven different metrics, that we organize based on their
purpose in three categories as follows:

• Activity Metrics: Includes Levels of Activity and
Funnel by Puzzle.

• Sequences and Patterns: Includes Sequence Between/
Within Puzzles and Common Errors.

• Knowledge Inference Metrics: Includes Levels of Dif-
ficulty and measurement of Geometry Standards using
Multivariate ELO-based Learner Modelling.

Next, we explain the definition of each one of the metrics
separately:

• Funnel By Puzzle: Before explaining the metric itself,
we need to know what a funnel is: a conversion funnel is
an e-commerce term that describes the different stages
in a buyer’s journey leading up to a purchase. Thus,
we use the funnel to illustrate the different possible
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stages that a student can reach while trying to solve
a puzzle. We define the following four stages for the
funnel: started (if the student has started the puzzle),
create_shape (if the student has set up a primitive
shape into this particular puzzle), submitted (if the
student checked the puzzle solution) and completed
(if the student has submitted the puzzle and the solution
is correct). The metric outputs, for each student and
puzzle, the number of times that this student reached
each funnel stage in that concrete puzzle.

• Levels of activity: This metric implements a set of
parameters that describe the levels of activity of the user
with Shadowspect. These are straightforward parame-
ters to compute based on a feature engineering process,
such as the active time, number of events, different
type of events, and number of different types of events
like snapshots, rotations, movements, scaling, shape cre-
ations and deletions, among several others. For this
case study we highlight only two of the parameters we
mentioned, since these are the most important to look
at when analyzing students’ interaction with the game,
however we would like to denote that all of them are
available for the teacher.

– active_time: Amount of active time in minutes
establishing an inactivity threshold of 60 seconds
(i.e. if the time between two events is above
60 seconds, the user is considered to be inactive
during that time and this slot is omitted from the
computation).

– n_events: Total number of events triggered
within the game (every action performed by a stu-
dent in Shadowspect is recorded as an event).

• Levels of difficulty: Thismetric provides a set of param-
eters that are related to the difficulty of the puzzles:

– completed_time: This parameter is computed
by dividing the amount of time invested in the
game (active_time) by the number of com-
pleted puzzles.

– actions_completed: This parameter is com-
puted by dividing the number of actions
(n_events) by the number of completed puzzles.

– p_incorrect: This parameter is calculated by
dividing the number of incorrect attempts by the
total number of attempts (n_attempts) multi-
plied by 100.

– p_abandoned: This parameter is computed by
dividing the number of started puzzles by the num-
ber of completed puzzles.

– norm_all_measures: A standardized and nor-
malized measure of the four previous parameters
together in a single value.

• Sequence Between Puzzles: Shadowspect presents
a linear sequence of increasing difficulty puzzles.
However, students do not have to follow this linear order.
They can jump from any puzzle to another, regardless of

its difficulty, pursuing their own interests and exploring
the game. This metric also uses the four funnel stages
defined on the funnel metric to analyze students’ tempo-
ral interaction with the puzzles combined with the stage
reached in each puzzle. That way, we can reconstruct
the sequence of puzzles in chronological order for every
student.

• Sequence Within Puzzles: In this metric, the objective
is to obtain a sequence of actions of every student in
each puzzle. By doing that, the teacher can know every
single action a student has performed while solving a
puzzle. We keep only the main events that are related to
the puzzle solving process, which are starting a puzzle,
manipulation events on a shape, a puzzle submission,
snapshots and perspective change. To reduce the number
of rows in the data, we collapse identical consecutive
events, adding a field that indicates the number of times
that an event has been performed in a row.

• Common Errors: With this metric, we can automati-
cally detect common errors in the sequences of actions
that represent an attempt to a puzzle, by detecting incor-
rect patterns in the resolution of each puzzle. To do that,
we compare in each puzzle the list of shapes provided by
a student’s solution with the correct list of shapes of that
concrete puzzle. If the solution is incorrect, we register
every manipulation event the student makes after the
wrong submit (e.g. deleting a pyramid and creating a
cone). Then, we group all these events by class, and we
select those errors that are more common in each puzzle.

• Multivariate ELO-based Learner Modelling: ELO is
a rating system for player ranking in games, that we have
adapted to confront each student with a puzzle instead
of two players. With the confrontation between puzzle
and student, we can obtain each student’s competence
and the difficulty of each puzzle based on the history
of the puzzle attempts. To compute the probability of
a student solving a puzzle correctly, we consider their
competency for each specific knowledge component and
each puzzle’s difficulty. For additional formulae you can
consult previous work [52], [53].

V. DASHBOARD DESIGN
The objective is to generate a real-time dashboard that
teachers using Shadowspect in their classes can use to
dynamically visualize the different metrics to support the
sessions and provide personalized feedback. The section is
divided in Subsection V-A where we describe the dashboard
ideation process, Subsection V-B where we provide a tech-
nical overview of the whole system and Subsection V-C
where we review the interface design principles that we have
followed.

A. DASHBOARD IDEATION PROCESS
The ideation process to prototype and develop the dashboard
was the result of the communication of three teams in the
project that had the following responsibilities:
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FIGURE 3. Two examples of digital paper prototype visualizations.

FIGURE 4. Two examples of use case prototypes.

1) Learning analytics team: They were in charge of the
technical implementation of the metrics using Python
as well as the implementation of the dashboard with its
final visualizations.

2) Vizards team: They were in charge of developing dig-
ital paper prototypes of potential visualizations for the
metrics. Additionally, they also generated overall dash-
board themes and examples of use cases to combine the
visualizations.

3) Co-design team: They have been working with a
cohort of school mathematics teachers to co-design
the metrics and visualizations. Based on a series of
activities with the teachers, we receive feedback that is
incorporated into the final metric definition and visual-
ization design.

The process to develop the final visualizations is iterative
based on the feedback and on the interaction between the
three teams. The main products from this dashboard design
process were:

• Final metric definition: We made small adjustments to
the metric definition that we already shared in previous
Subsection IV-B.

• Visualization prototypes for each metric: We devel-
oped a set of visualization digital paper prototypes.
For example, Figure 3a represents the digital paper pro-
totype for Sequences Within Puzzles metric originally
designed by the team. It is very similar to the final
visualization that we will present in this paper as part of
the dashboard, with icons representing each shape and
action.
Another example is available in Figure 3b, where we
see different prototypes for the Funnel by Puzzle metric.
We see the same colors used to represent the stages and
different ways to represent the funnel concept.

• Use case prototypes: We prepared some potential use
cases as digital paper prototypes regarding how teachers
could combine the different metrics. This would help to
generate useful connections between the metrics for the
design of the dashboard.
Figure 4a depicts the first example, where we have
the Funnel by Puzzle metric for a specific level, rep-
resenting the percentage of students that reached each
funnel stage. We detect a puzzle with a bottleneck as
depicted in the use case. Then, we look for the specific
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Level of Difficulty of that puzzle, which reveals that the
puzzle has a medium-high complexity, explaining the
bottleneck that we observe.
In Figure 4b we see a transition between different
metrics. We could zoom into every student, look into
its Funnel of Puzzles, and then continue to see more
in-depth information with the Sequences within Puzzles
and the Levels of Activity with a radar chart. This kind
of transitions are very similar to the ones that we present
in the case study in Section VI, and they highlight the
potential to easily move between the different visualiza-
tions at a class or student level.

Based on the outputs of this design process, we then
implemented the final dashboard product that we share in the
following sections.

FIGURE 5. System’s architecture diagram.

B. SYSTEM’s ARCHITECTURE
In Figure 5 we have a diagram which contains the different
elements that make up the architecture:

• Shadowspect: This module represents the geometry
game that was developed for game-based assessment
purposes as described in Subsection III-A. The game
has been built using Unity Engine and deployed as a
web application hosted in a web server. This facilitates
accessing the game from multiple devices and without
having to install any software to do so. Also, the game
was developed as lightweight as possible, since we need
students using Chromebooks or similar low capacity
computers in schools to be able to use it.

• Server backend with Django: The main backend of
the server has been built using the Django framework
based on Python. Shadowspect communicates with this
Django server using a RESTful API. Django also com-
municates with a MySQL database where all the neces-
sary models have been defined. One of the challenges is
keeping the metrics data up to date to make this a real-
time dashboard. To do so, we use Celery, a task queue
implementation for Python web applications used to
asynchronously execute work outside the HTTP request-
response cycle [54], so that we can schedule a cron job
to execute the Python scripts every ten minutes and keep
the metric’s output updated.

• Analytics processing: Each one of the metrics that we
have defined is a separate function that computes the
required data output as defined in a Python script. These
functions are called by the cron job that updates the data,
the Python scripts directly import data from the MySQL
database, computes the metric, and stores the metric out-
put in the MySQL database, so that is directly accessible
without delay.

• Dashboard: We have developed the dashboard using
Shiny’s R framework, and we have deployed it on
ShinyApps web server. This brings a good number of
benefits, such as that the entire deployment pipeline is
very easy as it does not need any hardware or configura-
tion of the system. ShinyApps is also secure-by-design
with each application using its own protected environ-
ment, and access is always SSL encrypted. Finally,
the resources allocated to the dashboard are scalable
and we do not need to worry about balancing backend
resources based on the system’s current workload.

• Users: We have two kinds of users. On the one side,
we have the students, that interact with Shadowspect
generating the trace data with their interaction with the
game. On the other side, we have the teachers, that are
using Shadowspect in their classes and are the ones that
can access the Shiny dashboard production environment
to visualize what their students are doing.

C. INTERFACE DESIGN PRINCIPLES
This section presents an overview of the interface and the
visualization criteria applied for its design. As many authors
note, we follow the principle that ‘‘Everything should be
made as simple as possible, but not simpler’’ [55]. As teach-
ers will use this dashboard, we want to prioritize making
visualizations easily interpretable, so that they can use the
information provided effectively. We have developed visual-
izations for each of the metrics defined as part of the previous
steps.

Figure 6 shows two examples of the interface, the first
one with the Sequence Between Puzzles and the second one
with the Sequence Within Puzzles. As shown in the Figure 6,
we can choose between the different visualizations using the
sidebar with a tab for each visualization. We have carefully
considered the following design decisions about the interface
that we detail now:

• Selection of group, users and/or puzzles: The teacher
can select the different groups, users and puzzles avail-
able with the selection boxes.

• Visualization graphic: The graphics are generated
using plotly which already provides a certain level of
interaction, for example, popping up some extra infor-
mation when passing the mouse over certain elements of
the visualization (e.g. showing exact values). This extra
information provided facilitates the understanding of the
visualization by teachers. In addition, visualizations also
have a legend that helps to interpret the colors.
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FIGURE 6. Two examples of visualizations within the Shiny dashboard interface.

• Interactivity between visualizations: We have imple-
mented links between related visualizations to make
navigation more comfortable and intuitive following
similar ideas from the use case prototypes. For example,
we can click on any dot of the Sequence Between Puz-
zles visualization, and the dashboard will automatically
show the Sequence Within Puzzle visualization for that
concrete student and puzzle attempt.

• Graph-type selection: We have prioritized using the
same type of graphs as often as possible (e.g. bar plots).
If there is a time dimension, this is represented by the x-
axis to see the evolution. Moreover, we have developed
from scratch our own Common Errors and Sequence
Within Puzzles visualizations, that use icons created
explicitly for this purpose to facilitate the interpretability
of these charts.

• Color selection: We have carefully decided the color
palettes to use, since a right choice of colors in visual-
izations can help the users to detect some interrelations
and patterns within data easily [56]. For example, for the
visualizations based on metrics that use the funnel term,
we have defined a qualitative color palette with red color
for submitted incorrect levels, green color for completed
levels, blue for started levels and finally yellow for levels
where the student at least created a shape.

VI. CASE STUDY
In this section we present two use cases of how a teacher
could use the live dashboard developed and its visualizations
to monitor the overall classroom process (Subsection VI-A)
but also individual students (Subsection VI-B).

A. USE CASE 1: CLASSROOM ANALYSIS
This first use case exemplifies how the teacher can use the
dashboard to analyze the global class status. This can be very
useful to detect issues that are systematically affecting the
whole group and be aware of the class’s current progress.
Many of the metrics can be connected as a part of a teacher’s
workflow, since the information that one provides can be
helpful to contextualize anothermetric. To do this, we analyze

FIGURE 7. Visualization of funnel by puzzle visualization for the selected
class.

some of the metrics that have been defined with specific
examples using data from the real class that we are analyzing.

Figure 7 represents the Funnel by Puzzle for the selected
class. In this visualization, the teacher can have a direct
overview of the progress in all the puzzles. We observe puz-
zles where students have accomplished proper progress, e.g.
‘‘Bird Fez’’ which 77% of students have completed correctly.
However, it can also be used to detect those puzzles where
students are struggling, such as ‘‘Orange Dance’’ where we
see that almost 60% of the students have started it, however
only 10% have managed to finish it. This puzzle shows an
obviously very low completion rate, and in order to delve into
this issue, a teacher might want to further look into this issue,
for example by looking into the Levels of Difficulty of such
puzzle.

Figure 8 shows the Levels of Difficulty for each of the class
puzzles. We can see the different parameters as specified in
the metric definition. In the case of puzzle ‘‘Orange Dance,’’
the metric indicates that it is the second one in terms of the
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FIGURE 8. Visualization of levels of difficulty for the selected class.

FIGURE 9. Visualization of common errors for ‘‘Orange Dance’’ puzzle.

difficulty level. Therefore, this helps contextualize the current
situation of struggle with this puzzle.

One final step that a teachermight want to take is to analyze
the most Common Errors metric for the puzzle ‘‘Orange
Dance,’’ seeking to understand misconceptions solving the
puzzle that can be addressed globally in a session for the
entire class. Figure 9 shows the visualization for Common
Errors, and it shows that the most common error detected
is related to the position (movement) of the cylinder. This
enables the teacher to adapt the session explaining in geo-
metrical terms where the cylinder must be placed within the
3D environment to generate the views that solve the puzzle.

B. USE CASE 2: INDIVIDUAL STUDENT ANALYSIS
In this use case, we present an individual student’s analysis in
a concrete classroom using individual-oriented visualizations
to monitor that student and locate possible problems. First,
we select a particular group of students in the classroom to
see how they progress in the completion of the different game
puzzles. We will then represent how a teacher can observe
students’ progress and difficulties at individual levels based
on different metrics.

In Figure 10 we use a Funnel by User visualization, which
is based on the Funnel by Puzzle metric we defined previ-
ously. In this concrete visualization, there are 28 students
with a funnel corresponding to each student, which has the

FIGURE 10. Funnel by user visualization of the selected class.

FIGURE 11. Sequence between puzzles and levels of activity for
Student 160.

four different stages we defined in the funnel metric. The
number inside the funnel represents the percentage of puzzles
where that concrete student has reached that funnel stage.
For example, we can focus on Student 160, which is a
high performing student. This student has started all puzzles
(100% of them) and completed correctly 90% of them. The
teacher may want to know in which puzzles the student had
difficulties. We can add a higher level of detail on students’
progress with the Sequence Between Puzzles visualization,
shown in Figure 11.1.

Figure 11.1 shows three different metrics at the same time:
The x-axis with the dots represent the sequence of puzzles
of the student, while the color of the dots represents the
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funnel stage of each puzzle, and then we have incorporated
the difficulty metric of each puzzle by adjusting the position
on the y-axis. The plot shows that almost every puzzle has
been completed immediately, but the student has been having
some problems solving one concrete puzzle, ‘‘Bear Market.’’
In Figure 11.1 we also see an example of a tool-tip in the
dashboard, showing the number of attempts in the sequence
of puzzles, the name of the puzzle and the funnel stage
reached. We can see that ‘‘Bear Market’’ has a 1.0 value
in the difficulty metric. That indicates that this is the most
challenging puzzle for this group. The student has tried to
solve that puzzle three different times but failed.

Then, from Figure 11.2, we can draw some conclusions
about student’s interaction with the game. From the previ-
ous visualization, we know that puzzle level named ‘‘Bear
Market’’ was submitted and then we see the active_time
and n_events in this puzzle has been one of the highest
of all puzzles. So we know the student has spent a sig-
nificant amount of time trying to solve it, and we could
now say that the student has experienced difficulties with
this puzzle. The teacher could now want to know how the
student has interacted with ‘‘Bear Market’’ and see if the
actions make sense or the student has been acting randomly.
In Figure 12.1 we can see the sequence of actions, denoting
that the student has performed a large number of actions.
As the student has made a significant amount of actions
between submits, we know that the student has been mind-
fully trying to solve the puzzle, instead of making actions
arbitrarily.

Finally, the teacher may want to know a summary of
the competences acquired by the student. That summary of
competences is shown in Figure 12.2. This visualization,
corresponding to the ELO-based metric, shows a bar plot
for each user, with the competency level of each knowledge
component, showing that Student 160 has reached very high
values for every competence. This overall analysis can show
the teacher that this is a good performing student that has
achieved a high competency in the game, and that has appar-
ently only struggled with ‘‘Bear Market’’ puzzle, and thus a
potential intervention for the teacher would be to clarify with
the student how to solve this specific puzzle.

VII. DISCUSSION
The overarching issue that this paper is tackling is the effec-
tive implementation of learning games in the classrooms [57].
Within this context, we believe that our contributions con-
siderably expanded current knowledge on two directions:
learning analytics metrics and dashboards for educational
games.

First, in terms of learning analytics metrics, the objective
was to build up metrics to support teachers by processing
the raw data [35]. However, this metric design and definition
process is especially challenging when dealing with games,
as the open environments significantly broaden the spectrum
of possibilities [58]. In order to overtake this issue, we have
depicted a user-centered design process [38] targetingmetrics

FIGURE 12. Sequence Within Puzzles and ELO scores for student 160.

that can support them implementing Shadowspect. This pro-
cess has involved a multidisciplinary team that can bring
diverse perspectives to the learning analytics design pro-
cess [59]. Our methodology has resulted in seven metrics
that go beyond the frequently found straightforward indica-
tors [17], [33], by implementing nuanced learning analytics
metrics with very clear application-oriented goals.

Second, in terms of the dashboard design, the objective
was to build a learning analytics dashboard to represent
the previously implemented metrics in simple yet powerful
visualizations for teachers. We have depicted a process that
was novel in two ways when compared with most previ-
ous literature. The first one is a vizards team that has been
developing digital paper prototype visualizations before the
implementation [60], and the second one is a co-design team
working with K12 geometry teachers to co-design the final
visualizations and refine metric definitions [39]. These con-
tributions are aligned with the expected future of learning
analytics dashboards, offering new design approaches [61].
Moreover, our approach is also aligned with current ideas
to design translucent learning analytics with teachers [43],
in order to make learning visible, improve awareness, and
accountability; in that sense, one of the main novelties has
been purposely designed icons aligned with Shadowspect
game mechanics that facilitate this process.
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While the implementation of our metrics and dashboard
have been designed explicitly for Shadowspect, many of the
depicted design guidelines, such as the ideation and design
processes, architecture, prototyping ideas or interface design
principles can be re-applied to other tools and across contexts.
Therefore, future work can build on top of these ideas to
develop their own learning analytics dashboards in educa-
tional games and other environments.

We believe that our work represents an important advance-
ment for the implementation of learning games in the class-
room, and to specifically support formative assessment using
a game tech ecosystem [62]. In previous work, [63] noted
out the potential of using learning analytics for assessment
purposes, as it provides a multitude of information that the
student can use to adapt the personal learning environment
as much as possible to their own strengths and weaknesses,
and this work goes into this direction. The implementation
of such real-time tools provides valuable new information
from students’ interaction that educators can use to actively
influence game activities to improve students’ learning out-
comes [64]. These contributions can improve the support
of teachers using learning games, hence facilitating more
effective implementations in the classroom [57]

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The objective of this research was threefold: first, to propose
a series of metrics that can provide comprehensive informa-
tion regarding the process of students with the puzzles in
Shadowspect. Second, to implement a real-time dashboard
with simple but detailed visualizations of these metrics that
can allow teachers to track the students within their class,
so that they can evaluate or detect problems quickly and
effectively. Third and last, exemplify with uses case how
this new approach represents an opportunity for educators to
provide personalized attention to their students and help them
in their learning process.

Teachers can do a live monitorization of their students
during class, enabling just-in-time interventions that aim to
provide support at the right time by adapting to each individ-
ual’s needs. One of themain limitations of this work is that we
do not yet conducted a proper validation. Thus, the use cases
presented have not been made in collaboration with teachers.
Part of our future work aims to deploy both Shadowspect and
the dashboard with teachers in their classroom to evaluate the
solution properly.

As a part of our future work, we will be developing new
metrics to continue expanding the dashboard and its possi-
bilities. More nuanced metrics and visualizations will allow
students to visualize their mistakes and areas of improvement.
Also, we will be working on obtaining evidences of the
interpretability of these visualizations and to guarantee that
they are explainable so that teachers can easily intervene.
Shadowspect is designed as a formative assessment tool, and
thus we can also use this dashboard for students so that they
can receive feedback and improve their self-awareness. In this
way, we can use Shadowspect as a robust learning tool that

can be easily implemented by teachers in the classroom and
that emphasizes the formative feedback to the student. This
study has proposed a new dynamic approach that can be help-
ful to facilitate the systematic implementation of educational
games in the classrooms of the future.
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